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Abstract
The new thickened trajectories model for the description of electron
transport in matter is presented. This model is based on preliminary calculation
of distributions of electron flux characteristics and the condensed history
method. The advantage of the new model is in refuse to use approximate
distributions of the multiple scattering theory without sacrificing calculation
effectiveness.
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1.
Introduction
Mathematical simulation of radiation and particle fluxes interaction
with matter is very important in many practical applications. This is because the
wide use of accelerators, nuclear reactors, laser devices, electron and X-ray
tubes in industry requires calculations of radiation fields in different devices.
Improvement of fast multiprocessors has encouraged development of
computational algorithms based on the Monte-Carlo simulation of particle
transport and interaction with the matter. The advantage of the Monte-Carlo
simulation over the alternative ones based on numerical solution of kinetic
equations is in its easy adaptation to solving multidimensional boundary value
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problems in multicomponent media. The effectiveness of the Monte Carlo
simulation is determined by possibility of effective parallelization on up-to-date
multiprocessing supercomputers.
Statistical simulation of an electron and any other charged-particle
transport is much more difficult than simulation of photon transport. The
difficulty is in the following. Interaction of uncharged particles is characterized
by a small number of isolated collisions with the matter atoms and the simple
free flight of these particles between collisions. The electron transport takes
place under the permanent action of Coulomb forces leading to a great number
of elementary interactions attended by basically small loss of energy.
The said difficulty is usually overtaken by using condensed history
Monte Carlo methods (see, for example, [1, 2]). In this case, the electron
transport is simulated with the aid of the so called embedded path. Contrary to
the real trajectories, where vertexes are points of collision, transition from one
vertex of the embedded trajectory to the other one is a result of multiple
scattering.
Distributions of scattering angles and energy loss during every step of
the embedded trajectory are taken from the multiple scattering theory. The
elastic electron scattering is described by the Goudsmit-Saunderson
distribution:
∞
⎛ 1⎞
F (Δt , cos θ) = ∑ ⎜ l + ⎟ exp(−ΔtGl ) Pl (cos θ),
2⎠
l =0 ⎝
1

(1)

dσ
Gl = 2πN ∫ el [1 − Pl (µ)]d µ,
dΩ
−1
where d σel / d Ω is the differential cross section of elastic scattering,
Pl (µ) is the Legendre polynomial, N is the atom density of the matter, Δt is
the electron path length, cos θ is the cosine of the electron scattering angle.
The electron energy loss at all types of non-elastic collisions is considered in
continuous slowing down approximation, i.e. it is supposed that at length of the
Δt

substep

⎛ dE ⎞
Δt the electron looses the energy ΔE = ∫ ⎜ −
⎟ ds , where
ds ⎠
0 ⎝

⎛ dE ⎞
⎜−
⎟ is the total stopping power, values of which for different kinds of
⎝ ds ⎠

materials are, for example, in the database in www.nist.gov. Energy loss
fluctuations are considered by the Landau theory [3] developed by Blunck and
Leisegang [4].
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Approximations of the multiple scattering theory are applicable in
many practical situations. For this purpose, they are the basis for many wellknown software products intended for the Monte Carlo simulation (MCNP,
GIANT, etc.). Deficiency of the models using the multiple scattering theory is
availability of an fixed error in calculations. The fixed error is due to
approximations of the multiple scattering theory and usage of approximation
formulas to calculate the electron longitudinal and transverse displacement.
The recent decades have seen significant changes in development of
computer engineering and information technologies. Multiprocessor computers
and nVidia©CUDA technologies for calculations on graphic accelerators [5]
have appeared. Open databases of nuclear centers, containing tabulated data for
differential cross sections for scattering an electron by an atom of different
matters, have been established. For example, the United States National Nuclear
Data Center (NNDC), http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/, is a fairly detailed resource of
these data. Thus, the opportunities of the electron transport direct statistical
simulation are increased. For instance, the individual collisions model (ICM)
for description of the electron transport in the matter with the use of the NNDC
database is developed in the work [6]. At the same time, the advantage of the
previous condensed history Monte Carlo methods, which is in calculation
effectiveness, is held.
The present work is devoted to the description of a new thickened
trajectories model (TTM). The advantage of this model is in refuse to use
approximate distributions of the multiple scattering theory without sacrificing
calculation effectiveness.
Distributions for calculations with the use of TTM are made by
calculations of the auxiliary problem of electrons moving along the tube with
the use of ICM [6]. Being approximately equal with TTM in accuracy, ICM
looses much in speed.
The TTM idea was published in the work [7], but not realized in full.
We realized the TTM variant, in which the refuse to use the GoudsmitSaunderson distribution was made (1). However, the electron energy losses in
all kinds of non-elastic collisions were still considered in continuous slowing
down approximation. This work, initiators of which have become the ICM
authors [6], represents a new, fully realized the TTM version. The full
realization of the new TTM version was made due to the use of ICM [6] in
solving the auxiliary problem of electrons moving along the tube. In this model
the direct statistical simulation of all considered kinds of electron non-elastic
collisions with the matter atoms is made.
2. The thickened trajectories model
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To describe the electron transport in the matter the present work
represents a new version of TTM [7]. This model belongs to the class of the
models which are based on the condensed history Monte Carlo method.
However, unlike the well-known algorithms built with the use of this method,
the approximate distributions of the multiple scattering theory are not used in
TTM. Computational scheme of TTM is similar to ICM. Firstly, the length of
the trajectory straight section is sampled, and then the energy and direction of
the scattered particle.
All distributions necessary to sample the electron trajectory parameters
are taken with the use of ICM beforehand. For this purpose the auxiliary
problem of electrons moving along the tube is solved (fig.1). The thickness of
this tube changes along the electron trajectory and depends on its current
energy:
(2)
2ρ = n ⋅ l ( E ) ,
where l ( E ) is the electron stopping length, value of which for
different kinds of materials and electron energies are, for example, in the
database in www.nist.gov. Proportionality coefficient n depends on the matter
inside which the electron moves and is found in the result of analysis of
calculation data with the use of ICM. The tube length z max is found from the
condition

zmax

of

little

electron
energy
loss,
for
example,
= l ( E0 ) − l (0.9 ⋅ E0 ) , i.e. the tube length is limited by the value at

which the electron looses in average 10 per cent of its initial energy.

θ

0
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Fig1. The problem of the electron transport in the tube.
In the given problem the electron contribution to the desired
distributions at outlet from the tube is calculated when one of the following
conditions is met:
∗

1.
ρ ≥ ρ (the electron transverse displacement is greater than
or equal to the tube radius);

cos θ* < 0

2.

(the electron starts moving in the opposite

∗

direction, θ is the angle between the tube axis, which is chosen towards the
electron initial moving, and the electron direction after next collision);
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z ≥ zmax

3.

(the electron longitudinal displacement is greater

than or equal to the tube length).
Thus, we get:
1.
Density of the electron distribution at coordinate and initial
energy f1 ( z | E0 ) ;
2.

Density of the electron distribution at cosine of the electron

scattering angle, coordinate and initial energy

f 2 (cos θ* | z, E0 ) ;

3.
Density of the electron distribution at final energy, coordinate
and initial energy f3 ( E | z, E0 ) .
From the given densities of distribution the inverse distribution
functions are got by solving the following equation:
ξ

γ=

∫ f (t | P ) dt ,

ξmin

where

γ ∈ ( 0,1)

P is the set of corresponding distribution parameters,

is the uniformly distributed random variable. The inverse

distribution function of the random variable

ξ ( P, γ ) is stored in tabular form

in the corresponding database and can be used over and over again in the
Monte-Carlo simulation algorithm for sampling the value of this random
variable. The variables necessary for sampling are the following:
1.
The path lengths of the electron z ( E0 , γ ) with energy E0 ;
2.
electron

The cosine of polar scattering angle
with

distance s =
3.
energy

E0

energy

E0

which

scattered

cos θ* ( E0 , s, γ ) of the
having

covered

the

z / zmax along the tube;
The loss of energy

ΔE ( E0 , s, γ)

of the electron with initial

which scattered having covered the distance s =

z / zmax

along the

As an example, Fig.2 shows the dependence of probability

P ( s ) of

tube;
covering by the electron the distance

t > s = z / zmax

in the tube on initial

energy of the electron. It can be seen that for all energies half of electrons in the
tube covers distance not more than 25 per cent of its length.
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t>s=

Fig.2. Probability of covering by the electron the distance
z / zmax in the tube for initial energies of the electron 900, 700, 500,

300 и 100 keV.
Fig.3 shows dependencies of the cosine of the polar scattering angle
*

cos θ ( E0 , s, γ ) on γ for different values of distance s = z / zmax covered
by the electron along the tube and the initial energy E0 = 500 keV. At
s ≥ 0, 25 all plots run into one curve. At smaller values of coordinate s the
electrons are scattered with wider angles to the tube axis.

Fig.3.
*

angle cos θ

Dependence

( E0 , s, γ )

s = z / zmax covered
E0 = 500 keV.

on

of

γ

the
for

cosine

of

different

the

polar

values

of

scattering
distance

by the electron along the tube and the initial energy
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Fig.4 shows dependencies of the relative loss of energy ΔE / E0 on

γ

s = z / zmax covered by the electron along the
E0 = 500 keV. The longer distance the electron

for different values of distance
tube and the initial energy

covers the greater its average loss of energy is.

Fig.4. Dependencies of the relative loss of energy ΔE / E0 on

γ for

s = z / zmax covered by the electron along the tube
and the initial energy E0 = 500 keV.
1) s = 0, 05 ;
2) s = 0, 25 ;
3) s = 0, 45 .
different values of distance

All dependencies shown in the figures are got for aluminum at the
parameter value n = 0, 01 (see fig.1 and formula (2)).
*
i ρ
θ*

i

i1

Δ
si

π

i −1 / 2

Δs i

i −1
Fig.5. Scheme of building of the i segment
of the electron thickened trajectory.
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Fig.6. Determining the point of
intersection of the electron
trajectory with the set plane π .
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The distributions mentioned above are used in the algorithm of
building the i segment of the “thickened” trajectory of the electron (fig.5),
which is of the following form:
1.
Sampling the electron path length Δsi ( Ei −1 , γ ) ;
2.

Calculating coordinates of the

i vertex of trajectory

ri = ri −1 + Δsi Ωi −1;
3.

Sampling

the

electron

the

cosine

energy

in

the

i

vertex

of

trajectory Ei ( Ei −1 , Δsi , γ ) ;
4.

Sampling

of

the

polar

scattering

angle

*

cos θ ( Ei −1 , Δsi , γ ) ;
5.

Sampling the azimuth scattering angle in accordance with
∗

uniform distribution ϕi

= 2πγ . The angle ϕ∗ is counted from the axis x*

connected with the current segment of the trajectory. Transition to the system of
coordinates connected with the current segment of the trajectory, is carried out
as follows. At first transfer of the coordinate origin to the segment origin, and
then two turns of the coordinate system, namely, turn around the axis z to the
angle at which this segment gets to the plane xz and turn around the axis y up
to coincidence of the direction of the segment and the axis z , are carried out;
6.
Correcting position of the i vertex of the trajectory by its
transverse shift at half-width of the trajectory

ρ∗ by the following rule:

ρ∗ = 0 if cos θ* ≤ 0 ,
ρ∗ = min[Δsi ⋅ tg θ* , ρ( Ei )] ⋅e if cos θ* > 0 ,
where
ρ( Ei ) is calculated from the

formula

(2),

e = {cos ϕ* ,sin ϕ* ,0} is the unit vector in the coordinate system connected
with the current segment of the trajectory;
7.
Determining the moving direction of the scattered electron

Ωi ( θ∗ , ϕ∗ ) in the initial coordinate system;
8.
Calculating the electron contribution to the required functional
of the electron flux density through the set plane. For this purpose, the
intersection point of the electron trajectory with the set plane π is determined
(see fig.6). The auxiliary vertex of the electron trajectory with number i − 1/ 2
at the intersection of two straight lines parallel to vectors
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passing through

(i − 1) and i

*

vertexes respectively is entered. If ρ
*

the auxiliary vertex coincides with the i vertex. If ρ
auxiliary vertex coincides with the

= 0,

then

= Δsi ⋅ tg θ* , then the

(i − 1) vertex. The obtained broken line with

vertexes i − 1 , i − 1/ 2 , i approximates part of the electron trajectory. The
electron makes a contribution to flux density at the point of intersection of this
broken line with the plane π . That said, the electron energy at the intersection
point is found by linear interpolation of its values along the length of the
trajectory connecting (i − 1) and i vertexes;
9.
Checking the electron escape from the object. If the electron
escapes the object or its energy decreases to the thermal one, its trajectory ends.
3. Calculation example
The thickened trajectories model in the form of a parallel program code
is realized on the multiprocessor supercomputer. At parallelization of algorithm
the MPI technology was used.
As an example we will consider a model problem of normal incidence
of the parallel electron flux on a plane surface of aluminum. We will compare
results of the calculations got in three ways: by means of widely known MCNP
software product [8]; with the use of ICM [6] and with the use of TTM
described in this work.

Fig.7. Energy distribution

Pin ( E | h)

of the electrons crossing the set

planes parallel to the aluminum boundary and located at a different depth
the forward direction
(inside material).
1) h = 0.01 mm;
2) h = 0.02 mm;
3) h = 0.03 mm.
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The Fig.7 shows the diagrams of energy distribution

Pin ( E | h)

of the

electrons crossing the set planes parallel to the aluminum boundary and located
at a different depth h , in the forward direction (inside material). The Fig.8
shows the diagrams of energy distribution Pout ( E | h) of the electrons crossing
the set planes in the opposite direction (to the material boundary). Energy
distribution of electrons in the flux falling on the surface of aluminum, is
accepted equal the Dirac δ-function Pin ( E | 0) = δ( E − E0 ) . Initial energy of
electrons is equal 100 keV.

Fig.8. Energy distribution

Pout ( E | h)

of the electrons crossing the set

planes parallel to the aluminum boundary and located at a different depth
the opposite direction
(to the material boundary).
1) h = 0;
2) h = 0.02 mm;
3) h = 0.04 mm.

h in

The Figures show that the three algorithms qualitatively yield similar
results. The results obtained with the use of the MCNP differ noticeably from
the results of the two other algorithms. Curves of the results obtained with the
use of the ICM and TTM algorithms are very close. Significant difference is
observed in calculation time. The Table 1 shows calculation time in 16
processors of the multiprocessor. Calculations were made at identical number of
electrons with different initial energies E0 . The first column shows value of the
electron initial energy. The second column shows calculation time with the use
of ICM and the third column shows calculation time with the use of TTM.
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Table 1
Electron
initial
energy E0 , keV

Calculation time with
the use of ICM, min

Calculation time with
the use of TTM, min

100
200
500
1000

25
55
110
202

3,7
4,7
5,8
6,3

According to the Tab. 1, calculation time with the use of ICM is much
exceeds calculation time with the use of TTM, and the higher the electron initial
energy is the more serious this difference. Thus, at E0 = 100 keV calculation
time with the use of ICM by 6.7 times exceeds calculation time with the use of
TTM, and at E0 = 1000 keV calculation time with the use of ICM exceeds
calculation time with the use of TTM by 32 times.
It is to be noted that time spent for receiving distributions for TTM was
330 min. and exceeded calculation time of the considered model problem with
the use of ICM. However, the advantage of TTM over ICM is that timeconsuming calculation of distributions for TTM is made only once for the
concrete material (for example, aluminum). Further these distributions in the
form of two-dimensional and three-dimensional tables can be reused in solving
various problems of particle transfer in matter.

Fig.9. Energy distribution

Pin ( E | h)

of the electrons crossing the set

planes parallel to the aluminum boundary and located at a different depth
the forward direction (inside material)
1) h = 0.01 mm;
2) h = 0.02 mm;
3) h = 0.03 mm.
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Fig.10. Energy distribution

Pout ( E | h)

of the electrons crossing the

set planes parallel to the aluminum boundary and located at a different depth
in the opposite direction
(to the material boundary).
1) h = 0;
2) h = 0.02 mm;
3) h = 0.04 mm.

h

Fig. 9-10 show comparison of the calculation results got with the use
of the new version of TTM, described in this work, and with the use of the old
version of TTM published in [7]. In the old version of TTM to solve the
auxiliary problem of electron scattering in the tube the simplified algorithm was
used. The energy losses of electron were calculated in continuous slowing down
approximation. Energy loss fluctuations in every section of the electron
thickened trajectory were considered by the Landau theory [3]. This is the
fundamental difference of the old version from the new one. The new version of
TTM is based on improved individual collisions model [6] in which the direct
statistical simulation of all considered types of non-elastic electron interactions
with matter is made. The new version of TTM meets two requirements:
1.
Closeness of the results got with the use of TTM and the
results got with the use of ICM [6] must be sufficiently high;
2.
Calculation time with the use of TTM must be many times
less than calculation time with the use of ICM.
Feasibility of these requirements is illustrated by the results shown on
Fig. 7-8 and in the Tab. 1.
4. Conclusion
The new version of thickened trajectories model (TTM) [7] is
presented. This model belongs to the class of the models which are based on the
condensed history Monte Carlo method. However, unlike the well-known
algorithms built with the use of this method, the approximate distributions of
the multiple scattering theory are not used in TTM. Distributions of electron
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flux characteristics are made by preliminary calculations of the auxiliary
problem of electrons moving along the tube with the use of individual collisions
model (ICM) [6]. These distributions in the form of two-dimensional and threedimensional tables (for the concrete material) can be reused in solving various
problems of particle transfer in matter. Being approximately equal with ICM in
accuracy, TTM allows us to reduce calculation time many times.
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